
Trumpets horn and begin the race. Now, each camper climbs into their own potato
sack and begins hobbling and hoping toward the finish line. Assistant Director
(Young) is the referee, holding a flag with a whistle around her neck.

Milos (old) CONT - We hobbled, we hopped, we weaved, we bobbed. We --

Apollo and Artemis interrupt the story and join Milos (old) on the narration
platform. During this interruption, all campers in potato sacks freeze.

Apollo - Oh! I heard this story! You won the race with your eyes closed.

Artemis - Uphill, barefoot in the snow!

Apollo and Artemis - BACKWARDS!

Milos chuckles and puts an arm on each of their shoulders.

Milos (old) - Now now, don’t interrupt. Go sit back down. Now where was I?

Here, all campers in potato sacks go begrudgingly to the beginning of the race
and restart.

Milos (old) CONT - Ah,yes. We hobbled, we hopped, we weaved, we bobbed. We
jumped, we bumped. I laughed and laughed. I was filled with glee. My heart was
alive, my soul was free! Moving faster and faster with each mighty bound. Our
bodies were electric, not a frown to be found! Now don’t be confused, even Zag
was amused! We were all like jumping fleas in a big circus of---

Circuit, now, runs up onto the platform with Old Milos.

Circuit - Yeah, yeah, yeah. But who won? It was you, right? Did you take a selfie?
Was it cute? Can you tag me in it?!

Milos (old) - (reflective) Now that you mention it, I don’t remember who won. We
were all laughing and having such a good time that it didn’t really matter.

Circuit - Huh. Okay, what happened next?
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Milos (old) - Now, let’s see. There’s so many stories bouncin’ around in this old
head. So many memories lost to time, dusty fragments of reveries long gone…

Data - Wait a minute, this was only 25 years ago.  How old are you?

Milos (old) - 38. (beat.) Anywhoozlebe, I believe it was rock skipping next! Yes,
that’s right. Rock skipping over the great Lake Bojangles!

Lights up on 1997 campers skipping rocks. This is portrayed through miming of
rocks, through illusion, sound, light, and imagery on the syke.

Squirrel - You gotta spin around three times then flick your wrist kinda like this.
(mimics throwing a rock.)

Raven - What’s the point? The rocks just fall to the floor of the lake in a mass of
other rocks, nothing but---

Babble - Ha! HA! You said ‘but.’

Raven thinks this is funny. She giggles and hides her smile in her book.

Lotus - Looks like you can smile after all!

Raven - Gimme that rock. I’ll show you how it’s done.

Raven winds up, softball style maybe, or whatever strikes their fancy. The rock
skips across the water and we hear it skip along gracefully. Met with some light
ooh and aahs.

Egg - My turn.

Egg is up next. They select their rock with great indecisiveness, picking up
imaginary rocks and placing them down - all with di erent weights and sizes,
demonstrated through miming, hmmms and ummms. Egg finally selects their rock.
It’s the hardest thing they’ve ever done.

Zag (to Egg) - Really? All that, and you choose that microscopic little pebble? You
won’t even be able to throw it past the shore.
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